
Marketplace Meditation 
#ReclaimtheMundane  

A liturgy for waiting in line 

As my life is lived in anticipation of the redemption of 
all things, so let my slow movement in this line be to 

my own heart a living parable and a teachable 
moment. 

Do not waste even my petty irritations, O Lord. 

Use them to expose my sin and selfishness and to 
reshape my vision and my desire into better, holier 

things. 

Decrease my unrighteous impatience, directed at 
circumstances and people. Increase instead my 

righteous longing for the moment of your return, when 
all creation will be liberated from every futility in which 

it now languishes. 

Be present in my waiting, O Lord, that I might also be 
present in it as a Christ-bearer to those before and 

behind me, who also wait. 

Amen. 
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Welcome | You have been invited to a mundane place.  
This is a place of purpose, yet often wandered purposelessly.  
This is a place where we often become overwhelmed by products 
and overlooked by people. 
Today, you are invited to experience the extraordinary grace and 
goodness of God in this ordinary space.  
To reclaim the most mundane moments in this, the grocery store.  
This guide is by invitation only, and is offered as a tool for being 
more mindful. 

Settle in | Turn off your phone and just get comfortable in the 
store.  Find your way of being in the space - pushing a cart, 
walking the aisles, or sitting somewhere. Try to avoid doing 
anything but being for a full 10 minutes. 

Take Inventory | Take your time observing both the products and 
the people in the store. Study the details of displays, labels, aisle 
arrangements, and sales.  Observe the interactions of customers.  
Note the common characteristics of consumers. 
Where, or in whom, do you see glimpses of yourself? 

Make a selection | As you browse the aisles and consider the 
many options, find a product- or let one find you.  
What product best reflects your current life and why?  
*Feel free to purchase this item or anything else as you need or 
desire 

Join your group or Journal | 
What was the most difficult part of the exercise for you? 
Where did you “see” God? 
What is God inviting you to do as a result of your stillness today? 

“It is not necessary to have great things to do.  
I turn my little omelet in the pan for the love of God.”  

-Brother Lawrence


